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This paper deals with the coupled Sturm-Liouville system 
-(pu’)’ + Pu +- ro = h,u i h,N,,(u, F) T ApN&, w), 
-(qw’)’ -t Qv + YU = &w + &N&, ~1 + W&, TV), 
a,,u(O) + a,,u’(O) = 0 = ~elo(0) + 5&‘(O), 
B&(l) 4 h&l) = 0 = 82141) + P&w). 
The functions p, P, 4, Q, I are smooth; A, and A2 are eigenparameters; [.N~(u, w) 
is analytic and of higher order. The linearized problem, all N,, = 0, is shown 
to have eigenvalues (A, , &) which are continuously distributed along a sequence 
of monotonically decreasing curves in the X&plane. -1 generalized Lyapunov- 
Schmidt method establishes that if (A,, A,) is near a simple eigenvalue of the 
linearized problem, then the number of small solutions of the nonlinear problem 
corresponds to the number of real roots of a certain polynomial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following system of nonlinear Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue 
problems. 
-(pu’)’ + pu + r-zl = A,u + u$,(u, u) + W&, a), 
-(qd)’ + Qv + ru = h,7J + h,N&, w) + AJv&, zq, 
(l-1) 
Assume j ai1 I + 1 qz j + 0 and 1 ,& j + j /Ii2 / # 0 for i = 1, 2. In (1. l), 
h, and A2 are eigenparameters; P, Q, and Y are continuous on [0, 11; p and q 
are continuously differentiable and positive on [0, 11; Nij(u, z)), i,j = 1, 2, 
is analytic at (u, zr) = (0,O) and higher order in II and 2’. 
Nfj(U, v) = c u$4k?L 
k+1>2 
(1.3) 
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in a more concise form. Let + = (E), 
We now introduce some notation with which (1.1) and (1.2) can be written 
If 4 = (i) satisfies (1.2) we write 4 E BC. The nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
(1.1) and (1.2) can now be restated as follows. Find 4 f 0 satisfying 
=@ = 74 + W,(4) + w2w7 +EBC. (1.4) 
In Section 2 we examine the linearized problem 
g+ = q, b)EBC. (l-5) 
If (1.5) admits a nontrivial solution for (h, , A,) = (A,*, hz*), then we call 
either the ordered pair (hr*, X,*) or the matrix 
x,* 0 
A” = 0 A,” ( 1 
an eigenvalue of (1.5). We show that in the h&plane, there exists a countable 
sequence of continuous, monotonically decreasing curves with the property 
that each point on each curve is an eigenvalue of (1.5). If each point on a 
curve is an eigenvalue of (1.5) we say the curve is an eigencurve. By a method 
different from that used in Section 2, Bhagat [1] established the existence 
of eigenvalues to (1.5). 
In Section 3 we consider the nonlinear problem (1.4). A generalization 
of the method of Lyapunov and Schmidt is used to establish the main result 
which, stated roughly, asserts the following. If h* is a simple eigenvalue of 
(1.5), then for all (hi, h,) near (hi*, X,* ) (1.4) has n complex solutions, 
where n = min{k + 1: ~2~ f 0, i,i = 1,2, k, 1 = 2, 3 ,... }. The matter of 
sorting out the real solutions to (1.4) is shown to be equivalent to the problem 
of determining the real roots of a certain polynomial of degree 12. 
Eigenvalue problems like (1.1) and (1.2) arise in a natural way when, for 
example, a functional of the form J(u, V) = J:~(x, u, u’, z’, 21’) dx is to be 
minimized subject to a pair of constraints of the formg(u, zl) = 0, h(u, e,) = 0. 
In this case the eigenparameters are Lagrange multipliers. 
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2. THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 
Although a detailed analysis of the linearized problem (1.5) is not our 
main concern, we will obtain a few results regarding the existence and 
location of eigenvalues of (1.5). If 4 = (y) and # --_ (5) we define 
(4, P> = Jo1 (fu + vg) d.r, 
and let iJ 4 )/a = (4, $>. Let %’ denote the real Hilbert space of all 4 such 
that Ii 4 jl is finite. 
If we assume A, = mh, , m > 0, then, for fixed m, (1.5) can be viewed 
as an eigenvalue problem in Ai . 
23’4 = h,B( 1, m)$, 4 E BC, m :, 0. (2.1) 
Integrating by parts, it is easy to show 
f LFc$, $h> = Iqi, qb;: if $,Z/JE BC, 
from which it follows that all eigenvalues, A1 , of (2.1) are real. If A, is an 
eigenvalue of (2.1), then (Ai, mh,) is an eigenvalue of (1.5). The following 
lemma shows that no generalitv is lost if we assume the operator 9 is positive 
definite. 
LEMMA 2.1. If 9’ = 9 + KI and K is a sujicientll,l large constant then 
<,LP&q4: q: c’~l~[~~foralld,ESi?. 
Proof. From Friedrich’s inequality and the continuity of 9, q, P, and Q, 
it follows that there exists a constant k such that 
.,l [p(u’)’ $- q(v’)2 + Pu? + Qv”] d&x ;a k ‘1 + lie. i 
If r(x) > 0 on (a, b), then s: Y(U + ZI)~ dx > 0 SO Ja -r($ + 2~2) d.v -:; 
st 2~2~ dx. Ifr(r) < 0 on (a, b), then c T(U - v)s dx < 0 SO sz ~(9 + vz) dx ::; 
JI: hv dx. Thus Ji 2~4~ > 1: - 1 Y 1 (u” + v’) dx > -max,<,(l / y(x)/ I/ 4 112. 
we now have <94,4\ 2 (k - max,,sr41 (r(x)[) ‘! 4 1~2 so, if we choose 
K > 1 k - rna%qZg, / Y(X)] (, the lemma follows. 
If we set r = h + KI, then (1.5) is seen to be equivalent to 
Yl$ = r+, ~EBC. 
Thus we see that no generality is lost if we assume 
(W, c; > c2 II 4 lle, c # 0. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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From (2.3) it follows that any eigenvalue A, of (2.1) is positive so that eigen- 
values of (1.5) of the form (A, , As) = (A, , mAi), m > 0, must lie in the 
region A1 > 0, As > 0. In what follows we restrict our attention to the region 
A, > 0, x, > 0. 
Remark 2.1. In view of the equivalence of (1.5) and (2.2), any analysis 
we carry out in the region A, > 0, A, > 0 can be transferred to the region 
A, > -K, A, > -K for arbitrary positive K. 
From (2.3) we see that the homogeneous problem S?$ = 0, C$ E BC, has 
only the trivial solution. This implies the existence of a Green’s matrix 
G(x, 5) = [gij(x, [)I, i, j = 1, 2, having the properties [l, 21 
gijCx7 5) is continuous for 0 < x, e < 1, (2.4) 
g&, I) = g&, 4, (2.5) 
@ = 4, $EBC, is equivalent to &c) = 1’ G(r, 6) 4(t) de. (2.6) 
0 
From (2.6) we see that (2.1) is equivalent to 
4 = Al lo1 W, 4) B(1, m) C(5) d5, 
which, if we set I/ = B(l, ml”)+, can be written as 
4 = v% #ES, (2.7) 
where G$ = si B( 1 , m112) G(x, [) B(1, ml?) 4(t) d[. As a consequence of 
(2.4) and (2.5), we have 
LEMMA 2.2. G is a completely continuous symmetric linear transformation 
from 3? to i%?. 
Lemma 2.2 and Eq. (2.3) imply 
THEOREM 2.1. For each m > 0, Eq. (2.1) possesses a countable sequence 
of eikenoalues hi”)(m), n = 1,2,..., and 0 < Xi”(m) < A:“(m) < .*a with 
lim,,, h’;‘)(m) = ‘xj. 
Remark 2.2. In [l] it is shown that if there is no nontrivial solution to 
9’4 = 0 which satisfies one of the boundary conditions (1.2) at one end 
point, and both boundary conditions at the other end point, then all eigen- 
values of (1.5) are simple. 
We now investigate the location of the eigenvalues in the X,Xs-plane. 
From (2.7) and the continuity of G with respect to m, it follows that the 
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eigenvalues h:“‘(m) and their corresponding eigenfunctions depend contin- 
uously on m [2, p. 1511. Thus, given m,, > 0, if q5n = (i;) is such that 
then there exists y$, = (2) such that 
A = P(m) Gb , IItcI,i! = 1, (2.9) 
with 
lim [sup 1 II, -fn i + g;1 I v, -gRn 1) = 0. (2.10) 
m--q osrs1 . , 
From (2.10) it follows that $ @,g, dx > 0, provided m is sufficientI!- close 
to m, . Thus if m > m, and 1 m - m,, 1 is small, then 
r 
1 
s 
1 
m,v,g, d.x < mv,g, dx. 
‘0 0 
(2.11) 
If & satisfies (2.8), then an = B(1, rn;lj2) 4, satisfies 
2?@ n = h(“)(m,) B(1, m ) @ 1 0 ?Z, an E BC. 
Similarly if & satisfies (2.9), then ‘y, = B(1, rn-lp8) I,& satisfies 
zyn = X?)(m) B(l, m) !P,, , Y, E BC. 
Since (L?cD~ , Y,) = (CD, , PP,), we have 
h?)(m,)(B(l, nr,) on , Yn> = @)(m)(B(l, m) Y, , @,> 
or 
Ay’(m,) 1”’ [u,,f,, + m~r2m%,g,] dx 
= A:‘(m) IO1 [unfn + rn~“rn3 ‘*vngn] ds. (2.12) 
Equation (2.12) and (2.11) imply Am’ > A:“‘(m). A similar argument 
applied to LY+ = h&m--l, I)+, q3 E BC, h s ows ha is an increasing function 
of m. We now summarize our results. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a countable sequence of continuous eigencurves 
of (1.5) dejned by A2 = F&l,) with F, monotonicallj~ decreasing, n = 1, 2,... . 
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3. THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
We now consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.4). In this section 
the eigenparameters A, and Aa are taken to be completely independent. Let 
A* = (AI*, ha*), A,* > 0, A,* > 0, be an eigenvalue of the linearized problem 
(1.5) and assume that A* is simple. Let #* be an eigenfunction corresponding 
to A*, which is normalized by 
<+*, c#J*> = 1. (3.1) 
Using the Green’s matrix G(s, 6) we can reformulate (1.4) as the equivalent 
operator equation 
where 
GW = j’ Gb, 5) ~6) d.5 
0 
with similar expressions for GN,(+) and GNa(4). 
The method used here to solve (3.2) is a generalization of the method of 
Lyapunov and Schmidt. For a discussion of the Lyapunov-Schmidt method 
see [4, 61. Our approach is to rewrite (3.2) as an equivalent pair of equations. 
One of these equations is an infinite-dimensional equation in Z and the 
other is a finite-dimensional equation which is usually called the branching 
equation. Provided jl C#I // is small and X is near A*, the contraction mapping 
principle yields a fixed point of the infinite-dimensional equation. This 
fixed point contains an artificial parameter 01, i.e., one which did not appear 
in (3.2). Finally, the branching equation determines a relationF(m, A, , A,) = 0 
involving the artificial parameter, (Y, and the natural parameters, A, and A,. 
F(oL, A,, A,) = 0 implies CY =fi(h, , A,), i = 1,2 ,..., n, so that there are 
n ways that OL can be eliminated from the fixed point and thus n (complex) 
solutions to (3.2). 
With the above outline in mind we set 7 = X - A* and write 
where -ri = hi - A,*, i = i, 2. Now (3.2) . IS easily seen to be equivalent to 
x*4 - x*G;h*+ = I.*GT+ + X,h*GN,(+) + X,x*GN,(c$). (3.3) 
Let N and W denote the null space and range of h* - A*Gh*, respectively. 
Since h*: Z? --f &’ is invertible and +* spans the null space of I - GA*, 
+* spans ~9”. Also, it is well known [5] that X = N @ W and that 
I.* - TOGA* is invertible on 8. Since X* - h*Gh* is symmetric we have 
the following. 
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LEMMA 3.1. If 4 E 6%, th# (4, $*:/ = 0. 
From Lemma 3.1 and (3.1) we see that if T is defined by 
T4 == (h* - h*Gx*)+ + (15, +*> f+, 4 E ~5, (3.4) 
then T = I on .N and T = h* -- A-GA* on 9’. Thus T is a one-to-one 
bounded linear map from 3 onto X, from which it follows that T has a 
bounded inverse, T-l. 
Using (3.4) we see that (3.3) is equivalent to 
T+ = qb* t- ~*G[T$ + X,A;(+) + AzA7&$)], d, ~2, (3.5) 
where 
a? = <+,qh*;,. (3.6) 
Since T =: I on A’., applying T-1 to (3.5) yields 
4 = d* + T-‘X*G[+ + W,(4) + Wd$)I, 9 ~2. (3.7) 
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) together are equivalent to (3.2). The following 
lemma gives conditions under which (3.7) has a unique fixed point. 
LEMMA 3.2. There e.& positive constants q, , T,, , S such that if I OL ( < % , 
i TV 1 + 1 T? I < r, and jJ 4 )I < 6, then the right side of (3.7) is a contraction 
mapping from B = {4: jl f$ jl < 131 into B. 
Proof. From (1.3) it follows that if [I 4 11 and (1 IJ 11 are sufficiently small 
then 
1; Wj($) - -Wi(#J)Ii $2: Hi(i~ 4 ii, I/ 4 i:) :j d - 4 I! (3.8) 
with lima,y+o+ H,(x, y) -= 0, i = 1,2. From Lemma (2.2) we see that Gh* 
is bounded. 
'; 4* + T-lGn*W f XlNl(4) i- X,iV,(+)]l[ 
G I a ! f 'I T-h!%* /I [I 7l I -t 1 r2 I -I- AIHl(~l 4 ;i, 0) -t A,iy.(,i 4 11, 0)] Ii 4 i. 
Choose T,, > 0 and 6 < 0 small enough to make 
i’ T-‘Gh* Ii [[ rl / + / T? j --I X,H,(!I# I!, 0) -!- A,Ff2(~ C$ Ii, 0)] < 4 
whenever ! ‘TV ! + [ TV j < ~~ and j/ 4 jl < 6. If a is then chosen such that 
1 a : < 6!2, the right side of (3.7) is seen to map B into B. To show that the 
right side of (3.7) is a contraction, note 
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For ~-a and 6 sufficiently small the coefficient of \I# - # I( is less than one 
and the lemma follows. 
Let&or, 7 r , TJ be the fixed point of (3.7) in B whose existence is guaranteed 
by Lemma 3.2. Since Nr and Ns are analytic, r$ is analytic in a, or , and 7s . 
We now examine the branching equation (3.6) to obtain, from 4, solutions 
to (3.2). Equations (3.6) and (3.7) with 4 = 4 yield 
<h*Gbj + Wk$) + &W&l, $*> = 0, 
which, using the symmetry of h*Gh* and the fact that ~*GA*+* = A*$*, 
can be reduced to 
or 
<41+*> + wG($)~+*) + uw~M*) = 0. (3.9) 
since 4 is analytic in 01, T1 , 72 , and IV1 and Ns are analytic in 6, (3.9) can 
be written in the form 
i,E,o CijdT<T? = 0, (3.10) 
where cijlt are calculable real numbers. Corresponding to each small solution 
01 = OL(T~, 72) is a solution &oL(~~ , T2), or, 72) of (3.2). We now determine 
all the small solutions CL to (3.10). 
From the Weierstrass preparation theorem [3], it follows that if ciao = 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., n - 1, and ~,a,, # 0, then 
i,Lao cid~liT~” 
= [an + Al(T1 972) d+’ + -*’ + A,-,(7, , .,)a + -&(T, , ?)I &, 71 , TP), 
where Ai(T1 , T2) is analytic and vanishes at (0, 0), i = I,..., tl, and D(or, or , TV) 
is analytic and nonvanishing near (01, TV , T2) = (0, 0,O). Moreover, given 
(3.10) and knowing n, the coefficient series Ai(T1 , 72) can be calculated using 
certain recursion relations. Thus the problem of obtaining solutions to (3.2) 
from 4 is reduced to the problem of determining the real zeros of the poly- 
nomial in 01. 
LX” + A,(T, , 71) an-’ + “- + A&71 , T&t + A,(T, , 72) = 0 (3.11) 
Since lim rl.r2-o 471 3 ~a) = 0 it follows that if CL = OL(T~ , TV) solves (3.11), 
then lim71,re+0 o((T~ , TV) = 0. 
We now show how the degree of the polynomial (3.11) is determined. If 
we abbreviate (3.7) by #J =F($) and set (5” = a$*, @ =F(@-r), i = 1,2,..., 
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then it follows from the contraction mapping principle and the form of (3.7) 
that r$ = Km,,, CJF has the form 
An examination of (3.9) shows that the lowest-order terms of the form 
ciO& in (3.10) are found in either (NI(~*),q%*) or (iVz(&*),+*). Thus, 
using the notation of (1.3), we see that n in (3.11) is given bp 
(3.12) 
We now collect our results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (A 1*, A,*) be a simple eigenz~alue of (1.5) with corre- 
sponding a’genfunction (it) and let n be given by (3.12). For any (A1 , A,) sz@- 
ciently close to (Al*, A,*), (3.2) h as at most n small solutions. Corresponding 
to each real toot, (Y = a(~~ , TJ, of (3.11) there is a solution to (3.2), 
&bl 9 721, 71 9 T*), which goes to zero as rl and T* approach zero. 
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